
 

5th SHAPES dialogue workshop on upscaling integrated care, 3 May 2022 

Technology might not be the problem. The problem is how to make it work in 

care services and care facilities 

AGE supported the organisation of the 5th SHAPES dialogue workshop “Beyond the pilots - 

Upscaling and transfer of person-centred digital solutions in integrated care pathways in 

Europe" held online on 3 May 2022. The workshop intended to bring out aspects or 

criticalities to be addressed when adopting, upscaling and transferring technological 

solutions to foster the development of integrated care systems, including governance and 

policy related challenges. 

The first part of the dialogue workshop set the scene with introductory presentations on 

SHAPES, the 4-wheel framework, the SHAPES pilots and methods of transferring and 

upscaling integrated care. 

Malcolm MacLachlan, SHAPES Coordinator introduced the SHAPES project, its vision, pilot 

themes, digital technologies – SHAPES is “looking at effectively changing the system for 

providing health and Social Services.” 

  



Following the introduction to SHAPES, Evert-Jan Hoogerwerf, AIAS Bologna – The 

WeCareMore Centre for Research and Innovation, presented the 4-Wheel Framework for 

technology adoption in integrated care and how it was developed within SHAPES. More 

than 150 impacting factors have been identified and clustered into thematic domains and 

phases in the adoption process. The result is the 4-wheel framework model, as innovation is 

implemented in a cyclical process. This model could be used as a framework supporting and 

guiding technology adoption, to manage change as a compatibility check for technology 

adoption in care and support services, while keeping in mind that different factors are more 

relevant to different stakeholders than others.  

Sonja Grigoleit, Fraunhofer INT, dove deeper into the SHAPES pilots’ technologies and 

different areas of life making up 25 use cases. For example supporting the interaction of the 

individual with the community, supporting multi-morbid older patients or physical 

rehabilitation at home. 

Maite Ferrando shared the model for the transfer of innovation that was developed in the 

SEURO project which can be summarised in 4 dimensions: 1) solution- 2) organisation- 3) 

process- 4) individual-specific. The resulting PROTRANSFER self-assessment tool is still under 

development. It aims to assess the potential transferability and implementation of a digital 

health solutions in a given organisation, providing solution-specific recommendations. 

The second part of the SHAPES dialogue workshop focused on two different perspectives: 

of solutions developers and of managers. It was organised as a roundtable with key 

stakeholders and interactive sessions with participants and was moderated by Luk 

Zelderloo, former Secretary General of the European Association of Service providers for 

persons with disabilities. “Technology might not be the problem, the problem is how to 

make it work in care services and care facilities”, stressed Luk Zelderloo. 

 

Barbara Guerra from Edgeneering provided the perspective of developers, who need to 

develop solutions that are compliant with specific technical standards but whose 

functionality, accessibility and usability can easily adapt to different organisations and care 

ecosystems. She showed EDGE’s eCare Platform and highlighted that "in SHAPES we don't 

believe that one solution fits all. We understand that people are going to use several apps 

and several digital solutions to support their needs at a specific time in their lives, and that 

those needs change with time, so also the applications need to change." The second 

presentation by a solutions developer, Lisa Cesario, AIAS Bologna, highlighted that the most 

critical factor of the 4-wheel framework was the human factor. 



Through the Mural white board, participants were given the opportunity to provide input 

on what strategy they would recommend to developers to increase the likeliness of the 

large-scale uptake of their solutions. The key strategies mentioned were: 1) Co-creation 2) 

Engage all relevant stakeholders 3) Ethics by design 4) Involve public institutions. 

During the ensuing discussion among the moderator and panellists, Lisa Cesario emphasised 

that the user has to make the final decision on what technologies they want, not the 

caregivers or solution developers. Barbara Guerra agreed on the importance of user 

engagement and highlighted that “there is a possibility to explore technology in a way that 

it's not intrusive and that is ethically sound.” 

Noa Nitzan, former Head of the Technology Center Beit Issie Shapiro, provided the view of 

managers in care that have to make choices about the adoption or upscaling of technology 

empowered integrated care services and that need to assess and evaluate the impact and 

the effort of implementing the technological solution proposed in terms of economic and 

human resources. Her presentation focused on the implementation - provide real guidance, 

not just a contact number - and working together – the field and the industry. She advised 

developers to use inclusive design, think about mainstream solutions and good UX. 

Complementing the perspective of managers in integrated care, Suzanne Martin, Medicines 

Optimisations Innovation Centre, shared insights from the SHAPES pilot theme focusing on 

the medicine control and optimisation. The lessons learned for managers included: 1) lack of 

“buy-in” from some clinical colleagues 2) underestimation of effort involved in early 

usability testing 3) complexity of governance issues. 

Through the Mural white board, participants were given the opportunity to provide input 

on what they would recommend to any service provider that aims to successfully adopt 

person-centred technology in integrated care: 1) Ensure workload for caregivers 

(professional and informal) does not increase (too much) 2) Support decision making for 

persons’ with disabilities and the right to opt-out 3) Need to balance individual needs with 

population needs 4) Change narrative: older people are empowered 

On the topic of the workload for caregivers, Noa Nitzan fully agreed that sometimes it is too 

much to try new technologies all the time and they need to make decisions to work 

together. Lisa Cesario, as a developer, explained that AIAS does continued co-design which 

means ongoing support but they are a small team and for a bigger team (e.g. Amazon or 

Google) that would probably not be feasible. 

Discussing the broader topic of governance, Suzanne Martin referenced the digital 

innovation strategy in Northern Ireland, which facilitates the embedding of new 

technologies in the wider governance of an organisation. Governance was also reiterated as 

a key issue by SHAPES Coordinator Malcolm MacLachlan: with empowered patients, 

clinicians become curators rather than deciders - empowered people are owning some of 

the risk themselves and it will depend on whether the person appreciates this opportunity. 

In their concluding remarks Luk Zelderloo, Evert-Jan Hoogerwerf and Malcolm MacLachlan 

reiterated that the potential for upscaling integrated care is huge but need to consider 

critical factors such as the human factor, ongoing support, using empowerment and having 

a technology which is resilient in terms of different environments – the principal factor for 

upscaling is related to getting the basics right. 


